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Kenny&Mason is the specialist in rural and classic sanitary
ware. In this inspiration brochure, we show you a number of
realisations, such as this beautiful project using many earthy
tones and light accents of colour in the decoration. The
finish of the taps is a natural, living finish "aged brass" that
fits perfectly in this robust setting.













The brand new collection by Kenny&Mason is a
subtle mix of timeless beauty and advanced
technology. All components are manufactured
from solid DZR brass the highest quality
standard in its kind. The brandwood collection
has a sleek design and has a minimalistic
character. Just like the other collections of
Kenny&Mason the taps and accessories are
available in 6 different finishes: Chrome,
nickel, brushed nickel, dark nickel, brass,
brushed brass, old brass and a unique finish
only applicable for the Brandwood collection
matt black.





The Kenny&Mason collections can be found in the
most stunning and luxurious projects all around
the world.

You can also get a lot of inspiration on our
Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest Page.







OLD BRASS





CHROME



The Kitchen range by Kenny&Mason is the translation of
our esteemed reputation of true craftmanship into
perhaps the most important room in the house. 

Our kitchen range includes our range of taps, spraysets,
basin sinks and wastes all of which can be matched with
one of our finishes.

KITCHEN







If you choose a particular finish,
such as "aged brass" in your
project, we will ensure that this can
be continued right down to the
smallest details, from the taps to
the hinges in your toilet seat and
the flushing system of your toilet. 

FINISHES



CUSTOMISATION

We also carry out a lot of customisation work on
faucets such as in this realisation custom levers
and special elevations of faucets. Ask one of our
interior design advisers!
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